[Local Rotating Flaps in Oculoplastic Surgery].
In the contemporary medicine, strong emphasis is put on early closing of body surface defects, which contributes to good and early healing, but, of course, closes the entrance gate for possible infection as well. The easiest closing of the defect is the direct suture of the emerged wound. But some defects are of such an extent, so their closure is necessary to handle other way than simple suture, e.g. by rotating flap plastic surgery. In the paper are evaluated results of flap surgery technique in 56 patients. It is a retrospective overview of 56 patients operated on by the author in the years 2011-2012, in whom the rotating flap plastic surgery was used as surgery technique. In 46 patients, the reason of flap plastic surgery technique was tumor of the eyelids. In 35 patients, it was due to the basalioma of the lower eyelid, in 8 patients due to the basalioma of the upper eyelid, and in three patients due to the basalioma of the medial cantus region. In 10 patients, the reason of the surgery was ectropion of the lower eyelid, and in two of them bilaterally. The paper is supplemented by surgical procedures photographs, and by a table, with detailed analysis of the sizes of tumors and corresponding flaps as well. According to the experience with 56 rotating flap plastic surgeries, performed by author during the period of two years at the Department of Ophthalmology, Masaryk Hospital in Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic. E.U., the results of the use of rotating skin flaps in 46 eyelids basalioma, of correcting 12 ectropions of the lower eyelid, and reliability of the tumors excision with 2 mm surrounding healthy tissue rim were followed-up. Using the mentioned surgery technique, it was possible in all patients to secure the closing of the eyelid defect, or to return to normal and correct anatomical position of the eyelids in ectropions. In two patients with basalioma of the lower eyelid, the additional technique of lateral cantotomy was used to relieve the tension in the wound. Statistical results of recurrences number in tumors excisions with 2 mm safety margin in to the healthy tissue confirm the relative safety of such wide excision, and our results (4.34 %) differ only slightly from the results published in the literature (4.0 %). flap plastic surgery, basalioma, ectropion.